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THE NORTHERN VIRGINIA
REGIONAL COMMISSION
IS PROUD OF THE WORK
IT ACCOMPLISHES
ON BEHALF OF AND IN COLLABORATION
WITH OUR LOCAL GOVERNMENT PARTNERS
AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS.

Here are some of the highlights for 2021.

A NEW SOURCE OF
FUNDING WILL BE
HELPING VIRGINIA’S
PLANNING DISTRICT
COMMISSIONS PROVIDE
MORE AFFORDABLE
HOUSING IN THEIR
REGIONS

NVRC Receives $3 Million Affordable Housing Grant
A new source of funding will be helping
Virginia’s Planning District Commissions
provide more affordable housing in their
regions. As part of this grant NVRC will work
with its local government partners, NGOs and
other affordable housing organizations to help
create 30 new affordable housing units by
June 30, 2024.
The grants will be used for several local
housing needs identified by the PDCs, including
financing new affordable homeownership
opportunities, renovating vacant and blighted
properties, and creating upper-story housing in
downtown business districts.

The $40 million grant program is a new
initiative provided through Virginia Housing’s
REACH Virginia program. The program uses
Virginia Housing’s own resources to provide
support to local housing groups, non-profits,
developers, and other partner groups working
to meet affordable housing needs.
Virginia Housing has provided planning
resources to PDCs in the past through its
Capacity Building and Community Impact grant
programs, but this initiative marks the first time
it has provided funding to invest directly into
housing production.

Solarize NoVA 2021 Most
Successful Campaign to Date
NVRC working with its not-for-profit partners
at the Local Energy Alliance Program (LEAP)
executed its most successful Solarize campaign
to date. As of October, the campaign resulted in
138 contracts for 1.3 MW of new rooftop solar
with a contract value in excess of $3.5 million.
Solarize NoVA has been operated by NVRC and
LEAP since September 2014. We are grateful to
our local government partners and others who
have helped share this information with the
communities we serve.
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Minority-Owned Businesses Study
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a complex
effect on the region’s local economy and
on the wellbeing of its minority-owned
businesses. Minority-owned businesses have
experienced heightened risk associated with
the COVID-19 pandemic. As all businesses
worked in 2021 to rebuild from the damaging
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
national and regional economy, minorityowned businesses faced unique challenges.
To provide an understanding of Northern
Virginia’s minority-owned business community
challenges, a cross-sector collaboration of
Northern Virginia government, economic
development, and philanthropy
organizations emerged, forming the
Northern Virginia Minority-Owned
Business Working Group. In June 2021,
the group published a report entitled,
Supporting Northern Virginia’s MinorityOwned Businesses. The report provided
a risk assessment and estimates on the
number and characteristics of Northern
Virginia minority-owned businesses.

In Northern Virginia, minority-owned
businesses experienced heightened risk
associated with COVID-19, in part due to
most being small in size, concentrated in
higher-risk industries, and struggling with
access to capital. At the end of 2019, just
before the COVID-19 pandemic took hold
in the United States, Northern Virginia was
home to an estimated 128,000 minorityowned businesses—42 percent of all
establishments—that included approximately
26,000 businesses with paid staff and 102,000
self-employed and family-run businesses.

NVRC HAD THE PLEASURE OF BEING INVITED
AND PRESENTING THE SUPPORTING NORTHERN
VIRGINIA’S MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESSES
REPORT AND DATA IMPROVEMENT NEEDS TO
THE VIRGINIA GENERAL ASSEMBLY MINORITY
BUSINESS COMMISSION’S DATA SUBCOMMITTEE
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NVRC OUTREACH AND
COMMUNICATION

NVRC’S STUDY CONTRIBUTIONS
NVRC’s study contributions included:

•

NVRC’s Regional Demographer was a lead
analyst for the report.

•

NVRC was responsible for creating and
maintaining a dashboard to provide a
summary of the report findings, interactive
data charts, and more detailed information
than that found in the report, including
jurisdiction level data.

•

One of the report recommendations was to
develop tools to enhance data collection on
minority-owned businesses. In response to
this recommendation, NVRC led the working
group’s effort to create a data improvement
needs handout to inform local, state, and
federal leaders on minority owned business
data improvement needs that are sought by
local and regional governments.

A report release webinar event was hosted
by the working group on June 23, 2021, to
highlight the report findings. The event also
included other presentations, a fire side chat
with leaders from across the region (including
NVRC’s Executive Director), and testimonies from
minority business owners.
NVRC was invited to present the report and
data issues to the Virginia General Assembly
Minority Business Commission’s Data Collection
Review Subcommittee. NVRC had the pleasure
of presenting the working group’s report to the
General Assembly subcommittee on July 29,
2021. At the meeting the committee expressed
interest in learning about data improvement
needs for enhanced data collection that were
sought by local and regional governments. As
a follow-up to the meeting, NVRC provided
the data improvement needs handout to the
committee to inform them of the needs and to
seek their assistance in promoting the needs
of local and regional governments to elected
officials and leaders.

COVID-19 Regional Coordination and Data Tracking
In this second year of the COVID-19 pandemic NVRC continued to coordinate
regional government communications, virtual meetings and/or teleconferences,
and weekly regional meetings of Chief Administrative Officers (CAOs) and mayors
and chairs. Much coordination also continued with the region’s health directors and
Commonwealth of Virginia Secretary of Health.
COVID-19 vaccines began to be widely distributed in 2021 to prevent infection,
severe illness, and death from COVID-19. Vaccines became the most important
preventative measure to reduce the impact of the virus on individuals and
communities. Tracking and monitoring the vaccination rates overall and amongst
the various age groups in Northern Virginia was critical to tracking the progress of
vaccination efforts. NVRC’s Regional Demographer expanded upon the COVID-19
data tools by creating a vaccine dashboard for the public and local leaders to utilize
for assessing local vaccination efforts and progress.
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THERE HAS BEEN AN
EXTRAORDINARY AMOUNT

2020
Decennial
Census

OF POPULATION GROWTH
IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA

Census results shape the future of communities,
as census data informs how billions of dollars
in federal funds are distributed for health
clinics, school lunch programs, disaster recovery
initiatives, and other critical programs and
services for the next ten years. The Decennial
Census is also critical for research and regional
planning efforts. Data products for the 2020
Census began rolling out in 2021.
Key Highlights of the 2020 Census as analyzed
by NVRC’s Regional Demographer include the
following. Many additional key highlights and
2020 Census analyses of Northern Virginia were
posted and will continue to be posted on the
NOVA Region Dashboard.
YEAR

P O P U L AT I O N

P O P U L AT I O N
CHANGE

1990

1,466,350

360,636

2000

1,815,197

348,847

2010

2,230,623

415,426

2020

2,550,377

319,754

KEY DATA HIGHLIGHTS
• There has been an extraordinary amount
of population growth in Northern Virginia.
Northern Virginia added approximately
320,000 people in the ten year period
from 2010 to 2020. This is 96,000 or 23%
less than the previous decade, signaling
a significant slowdown in the pace of
growth. However, growth continues at a
high amount.

• Virginia’s population grew by 630,369
from 2010 to 2020, of which 50.7% of that
growth was in Northern Virginia.

• In 2020, 29.5% of Virginia’s population
was in Northern Virginia, compared to
27.9% in 2010.

2020 Census Coordination
NVRC’s Regional Demographer continued to lead and coordinate 2020 Census efforts with
NVRC’s regional local government partners, Weldon Cooper Center, and the U.S. Census Bureau.
Coordination continued with respect to concerns about the Census Bureau’s new data privacy
statistical technique known as differential privacy that was implemented for the 2020 Census. This
new technique affects the accuracy of data, particularly for smaller geographies within counties and
cities. The Census Bureau released “demonstration data” for data users to evaluate the data outputs
of this new privacy protection method and they requested feedback. NVRC, in partnership with local
jurisdiction, submitted extensive feedback on its analysis of the “demonstration data” and the impact
that less accurate census data would have on local and regional governments. The feedback we
provided and other data users provided resulted in the county and census tract data accuracy being
improved from the testing rounds to the final adopted as NVRC determined through its analyses.
NVRC made every effort to impact the 2020 Census in a positive and meaningful way.
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Resiliency Webinars Highlight Sharing Best Practices
and Knowledge Across the Globe
NVRC was pleased to offer several webinars regarding resiliency related issues
with partners in the United States and in Europe. These webinars are part of NVRC’s
international programs around core programmatic areas: 1) transfers of policy and
technical innovations to Northern Virginia from overseas; 2) prioritization of countries
based on economic interconnectedness and pioneering status with inventions; and
3) support from the region’s governmental members, commercial, research, academic,
science, and civil society partners.
• February 19, Webinar on “Climate Resiliency
Lessons from the Netherlands” with the
Dutch Ministry of Innovation

• March 19, Webinar on “Bond Rating
Agencies and Local Level Climate Planning”
with S&P Global

• March 24, Webinar on “Mapping Foreign
Direct Investment” at the Local Level w/
NACO and Arlington County

• April 13, Webinar Between Congressman Don
Beyer and Member of German Parliament
Cem Oezdimir on “Transatlantic Relations
at the Sub-National Level”

• April 15, Webinar on “Sustainable Energy
Management of Data Centers: Lessons
From Frankfurt” with Virginia Tech and
Baumann Consulting

• April 19, Webinar on “Bike and Pedestrian
Safety Innovations from the Netherlands
and Germany” with Virginia Tech

• May 5, Webinar on “Public-Private
Partnerships for Sustainable Development
and Lessons From Stuttgart Germany” with
GMU and Arlington Chamber of Commerce

• May 12, Webinar on the “Sustainable Energy
Management of Wastewater Treatment:
Lessons from Bottrop”, Germany with
MWCOG and the City of Bottrop and DC Water

• June 24, Webinar and Paper on “Future
of Global Engagement by U.S. Local
Governments” with Konrad Adenauer
Foundation and Verband Region Stuttgart

• July 23, NVRC accepted into European
Union Program “International Urban and
Regional Cooperation” Program with
City of Boston and Region of Barcelona to
formalize exchange of innovative urban and
sustainability policies

• September 2, Webinar with the City of Kiel
and NVRC Wasteboard on “Single-Use
Plastics and Lessons from the City of Kiel”

• September 14, Webinar on LED Lighting and
Collateral Energy Innovations w/ MWCOG,
City of Bottrop, Ubitricity

• September 21, Webinar on “Applied
Microplastics Research: Experiences
Between the Baltic and Chesapeake” with
Chesapeake Research Consortium and Leibniz
Center for Baltic Sea Research

• October 21, Webinar on “Mental Health and
Climate Change” with Virginia Clinicians for
Climate Change

• November 3, Webinar on “Prioritizing LocalLevel Climate Resiliency Planning: Views
from the Netherlands”
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THE REGION’S USE OF HIV-FOCUSED CARES ACT
EMERGENCY FUNDING FOR HOUSING, PPE, FOOD,
AND TRANSPORTATION IS DECLINING

NVRC’s HIV Program Emerging from the Pandemic
The region’s use of HIV-focused CARES Act
emergency funding for housing, PPE, food, and
transportation is declining. Unfortunately, some
situations these funds sought to remediate are
not back to normal especially re: housing, job
training, food and transportation assistance.
Housing particularly presents new issues of
higher costs, lower availability, and unpaid
back rent preventing some clients from being
considered as tenants.

Nearly 400 Northern Virginians with HIV
received Ryan White services this year
Medical care/health insurance assistance,
emergency financial aid, food bank, and
medical transportation comprised the most
frequently needed services. About 200 people
with HIV received HOPWA housing assistance
including ongoing rental subsidy (48%), shortterm rent, mortgage, or utilities (37%) or
security deposits (18%).

NovaCAREWare
HIV Client Data System

VDH Special Requests

2021 SAW:
• Production of a CAREWare Champions
Manual. Champions refer to staff at
Ryan White organizations that offer the
first level of assistance for users in their
organizations.

• Delivery of nine webinars addressing new
user issues and participant-generated
topics.

• Initial learning activities around VDH’s new
Provide patient software system, which will
require modifications to NovaCAREWare.

• A request from The Daily Planet, a Ryan
White organization in Richmond to have its
own domain on NovaCAREWare.
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STAFF HAS THREE ADDITIONAL
PROJECTS IN THE WORKS
Rapid Start Contract: This contract will
transmit $20,000 to a partnership of two
Northern Virginia organizations to allow
immediate initiation of HIV medications for
newly diagnosed HIV+ persons. The activity
helps VDH’s performance on national goals
to end HIV.
Dental Plan Review Contract: Contractual
materials were submitted to VDH to manage
the statewide program for reviews of dental
treatment plans valued at $5,000 or more
annually, a request of the federal funder, HRSA.
Client & HIV Service Staff Interviews re:
COVID19 Vaccine: The next interview group
(Dec. 2021-Jan. 2022) will focus on clients and
staff who are not vaccinated for COVID-19
in order to learn more about their views on
vaccine acceptance, confidence, and hesitancy.
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Other HIV Technical
Assistance
NVRC’s first totally virtual site visit process
(2020) was deemed a success by Ryan White
subcontractor and NVRC staff. This process
identified few good examples of policies
and procedures to guide service provision
among Ryan White organizations. Policies and
procedures are a federal requirement for each
recipient of funds. In response two webinars
were designed to highlight what good policies
and procedures include. The first session is
December 6, 2021, with a second session
following in January.
Ryan White organizations asked to learn more
about the issues of aging among members of
their HIV+ caseloads. As a kickoff NVRC staff
presented the results of NVRC’s HIV & Aging
client telephone interviews to a statewide
audience on September 1, 2021. Key takeaways
included: (1) most participants had well-controlled
HIV thanks to Ryan White programs, (2) many
described the burden of “normal” diseases of
aging – e.g., arthritis, high blood pressure, etc.
as more problematic to them than HIV; (3) most
continued to deal with the ongoing emotional
burden of HIV as a stigmatizing illness and
(4) social support systems were usually present
for most clients. This presentation will be
followed with a series of informational workshops
about aging and HIV to be presented in 2022.

Climate Resilience
Dashboard
NVRC’s Environmental and Resiliency
Planning team launched the Climate
Resilience Dashboard, an interactive
dashboard that offers information on
climate-related stressors impacting
Northern Virginia. The dashboard allows
users to take action to boost their
climate resilience using data-driven
tools, information, and analysis. The
tool supports policymakers, planners,
and the public in examining potential
climate hazards to take action to protect
vulnerable people, infrastructure, and
assets in Northern Virginia. The dashboard
focuses on existing and future projections
of three climate indicators affecting the
region: temperature, precipitation, and
sea level rise. In the Temperature section,
there is a land surface temperature map
for the entire region that depicts heat
islands in Northern Virginia. The Climate
Resilience Dashboard has about 3,000
website visits since its release in January.
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POLLUTED STORMWATER
RUNOFF IS THE NUMBER
ONE CAUSE OF POOR
WATER QUALITY IN
STREAMS AND RIVERS
IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA

Stormwater Pollution Campaign
To reduce the impacts of stormwater pollution,
the Northern Virginia Clean Water Partners
came together to conduct a public education
and behavior change campaign.
The Northern Virginia Clean Water Partners is a
group of local governments and drinking water
authorities that share the common goals to
empower individuals to take action to reduce
non-point source pollution.
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By working together, the partners can leverage
their funds to develop and place bilingual
educational products with common messages
and themes, thereby extending the campaign’s
reach. The 2021 campaign helped to satisfy
MS4 (Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System)
Phase I and Phase II permit requirements
for stormwater education and documenting
changes in behavior.
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From July 2020 through June 2021, the Partners made the following efforts to educate
the public and promote awareness of impacts of stormwater pollution:
• Aired four Public Service Announcements
(2 in English and 2 in Spanish) on 44 English
language cable TV networks, and four
Spanish language networks a total of 5,156
times. The ads featured messages on the
importance of picking up pet waste and
general household stormwater pollution
reduction measures.

• Since July 1, 2020, the Facebook page has
gathered an additional 271 page likes and
275 fans.

• Facebook outreach campaigns reached
1,360,699 individuals and led to 23,820
clicks through to the website.

• Since July 1, 2020 the Clean Water
Partners Twitter page has gained: 81,066
impressions, 1220 total engagements,
105 post link clicks, and 77 followers.

• There have been 398 tweets leading to:
198 retweets and 199 likes.

• During this time there were 244 published
posts, 46,875 post engagements,
and 41,050 post clicks.

A SURVEY OF 500 NORTHERN VIRGINIA RESIDENTS
WAS ALSO CONDUCTED TO DETERMINE THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ADS, AID IN DIRECTING
THE FUTURE EFFORTS OF THE CAMPAIGN, AND TO
REVEAL ANY CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR

NORTHERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL COMMISSION 2021 YEAR IN REVIEW
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SURVEY FINDINGS:
Nearly half (47%) of respondents either don’t
know where storm water ends up or believes
that it goes to a wastewater treatment plant.
This indicates that there is a need to educate
residents that stormwater drains are directly
connected to local waterways.
Close to one third (29%) of respondents
recalled seeing the ad on TV, Facebook, or
Twitter after watching the video clip in the
survey which is a statistically significant
increase from 2020. This indicates that using
social media to conduct outreach is an effective
way to reach resident.
Regardless of whether respondents had
seen the ads or logo, 34 percent reported they
had received information about reducing water
pollution in the past 12 months. The 2021
result was significantly higher than in 2018
(24%) and 2019 (22%).
Even though more than half of respondents
feel at least somewhat confident that they
would know where to report potential water
pollution, only 53 percent would report water
pollution if they saw it. Interestingly, 8 percent
of respondents from Prince William County
indicated they “definitely would not” report
potential water pollution. This suggests there
is a need for education on what pollution may
look like and encourage residents to report it if
they see something.

Interestingly, dog ownership increased
significantly (14 percent) in the region since
the COVID-19 pandemic began. During this
time, the percent of respondents reporting that
they pick up dog waste on walks decreased by
12 percent. This suggests that there is ample
opportunity to do outreach to new pet owners
about picking up waste.
77% of lawn and garden owners fertilize
their lawns at least once per year no matter
what. Among those who fertilize once a year,
19 percent fertilize in the spring and only six
percent fertilize in the fall. This suggests that
there is room to educate residents of Northern
Virginia that fertilizing in the fall is better for
local waterways.
Among those who fertilize their lawn, only
four percent of respondents indicated that they
fertilize based on results of a soil test. Slightly
less than one-third (29%) in 2021 leave their
grass clippings on their lawn, while half (49%)
bag their grass clippings for disposal indicating
the need for education on “greener” lawn
care practices.
In a significant increase over 2020 (6%),
eleven percent reported having a rain barrel,
while five percent reported having a rain
garden, and twelve percent reported having
conservation landscapes in their yard.
Approximately ten percent of Northern
Virginians reported storing used motor oil in
their garage, placing it in the trash or dumping
it down the storm drain, sink or on the ground.

Overall, the 2021 campaign demonstrated that using a multi-media approach that
includes traditional cable TV, streaming TV, website, and social media platforms will
reach a large portion of the population of Northern Virginia. To keep moving the
needle towards building a culture of water quality stewardship, there is a need to
continue public outreach with community based social marketing tools.
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PLANT NOVA TREES
IS A NEW AND
FOCUSED DRIVE BY
THE PLANT NOVA
NATIVES CAMPAIGN TO
INCREASE THE NATIVE
TREE CANOPY IN
NORTHERN VIRGINIA

Celebrate Trees!
As temperatures rise and rainstorms become more intense, trees that
help cool the environment and capture stormwater are becoming
increasingly important. That’s why in September, NVRC helped to launch
a five-year native tree campaign in Northern Virginia. Plant NOVA Trees
is a new and focused drive by the Plant NOVA Natives campaign to
increase the native tree canopy in Northern Virginia. The drive launched
in September 2021 and will continue through the fall of 2026. The Plant
NOVA Trees website provides a clearinghouse to link people to the
resources needed to act, whether that be educational materials about
trees or places where the public can purchase trees and services.

Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail
NVRC updated trails information and engaged BBC Consultants to
develop a benefits study of the Potomac Heritage trail and closing
gaps, looking at health, transportation, equity, and economic
benefits. NVRC held a webinar on June 23, 2021, to outline the
program, and a webinar October 28, 2021 on preliminary findings
and outcomes of the study.
In support of this effort, NVRC engaged land managers of trail
segments, as well as other stakeholders and partners to provide
data, such as health community, census, and business data.
NVRC also updated trail alignment mapping and transportation
elements to ensure that BBC had updated trail information.
Beginning in November, NVRC staff will update the Heritage
Trail corridor analysis, working with land managers and others
to identify status, needs, and priorities for completion and trail
access in Northern Virginia.

NORTHERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL COMMISSION 2021 YEAR IN REVIEW
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DESPITE THE PANDEMIC, THE CERTIFIED SAFETY
INSTRUCTORS FUNDED BY THIS PROJECT IN THE
PAST CONTINUED TO PROVIDE SOCIALLY DISTANT
SAFETY EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety
Engaging social media campaign to Share Virginia
Roads, reached tens of thousands in the region,
alerting them to the new traffic laws, ways to
reduce the risk of pedestrian and bicycling
crashes when driving, walking, or riding. Social
media campaign reached 266,000 on Twitter,
15,909 engaged users, 19,000 post engagements,
and 29,000 organic impressions. Instagram
reached 53000 impressions, 1000 engagements,
and 11000 posts reach. The Share VA Roads
website offers safety tips, resources and received
8690 page views. The web site can be found at
www.sharevaroads.org.
Updated pocket safety guide to include new laws
related to passing in intersections and for cyclists
to take the lane and for drivers to change lanes
when passing cyclists and other vulnerable road
users. Distributed 19,440 copies statewide to
local, state, police, and community partners.

Despite the pandemic, the certified safety
instructors funded by this project in the past
continued to provide socially distant safety
education and outreach, including smart cycling
classes in May in Fairfax and Alexandria, as well
as this September in Alexandria.

Want to feel more safe and confident riding your bike
in various traffic conditions, terrain, and climates?

FREE
SMART
CYCLING
CLASSES
Whether you’ve been riding for years or just started riding because
of the pandemic, you’ll learn useful skills and tips in this class.

Choose from two options:

Friday,
April 30, 2-6 p.m. at Ben Brenman Park
Online class + on-bike class on

in Alexandria, VA. Register at

bit.ly/SmartCyclingALX2021

Sat.,
May 1, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Journey Church
Online class + on-bike class on

in Fairfax, VA. Register at

bit.ly/SmartCyclingFFX2021
Hosted by the Alexandria Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory
Committee. Funded by a Northern Virginia Regional
Commission/Virginia Highway Safety Office grant.
Questions? Email alexandriabpac@gmail.com.

Want to connect with other people who enjoy riding
and work to improve the bike community?
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NVRC SUPPORTED
LOCAL EFFORTS TO
UNDERSTAND PLASTIC
BAG FEES BY HOSTING
A WORKING GROUP
AND A WEBINAR WITH
THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Solid Waste
NVRC continues to staff the Northern Virginia
Solid Waste Management Board providing a
platform for coordination and shared issues
related to waste management in the region.
NVRC supported local efforts to understand
plastic bag fees by hosting a working group and a
webinar with the District of Columbia on bag fee
implementation and providing a resource page
for the public. Staff also track legislation, policy,
and market issues that affect waste management
in the region.

NVRC continued to host members virtually
quarterly, developing a campaign on worker
safety during the pandemic, supported the
“Purple Can Club” glass recycling drop off initiative
which as grown beyond Northern Virginia.
NVRC completed the 2020 Waste Report and
is in the process of developing the 2021 report,
which explores local waste programs, capacity,
and recycling and waste characterization in
the region.

Providing Expertise to the
Commonwealth
Debbie Spiliotopoulos, Solid Waste Program
manager at NVRC and staff for Northern Virginia
Waste Management Board, was named to two
DEQ groups, the advanced recycling study
group and the waste diversion and recycling
task force. The study group was to review
various technologies associated with advanced
manufacturing/advanced recycling used in
the recovered of mixed plastics to review the
operational history, and environmental impacts,
and provide recommendations for regulation
related to the Commonwealth’s solid waste laws.
The waste diversion and recycling task force is
tasked with developing recommendations to
Senate Resolution 43 (2020) and Senate Bill 1319
(2021) with a broad mandate to explore current
programs and ways to improve diversion and
recycling statewide.
NORTHERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL COMMISSION 2021 YEAR IN REVIEW
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THE ROADMAP, A FRAMEWORK FOR COORDINATING OUR EFFORTS,
DESCRIBES FOUR INITIAL FOCUS AREAS AND ASSOCIATED ACTIONS
THAT HAVE EMERGED FROM REGIONAL COLLABORATION

Focus on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Results in the DEI Roadmap
In September of 2020, in response to the
multiple national events that highlighted
the issue of racial inequality in America, the
Community, Military, and Federal Facility
Partnership of Northern Virginia added the
topic of diversity, equity, and inclusion to its
agenda for its bi-monthly meetings.
On November 5, 2020, after a six-week
planning effort, the Partnership held a twohour session to: (1) listen and learn about
respective community and military efforts and
initiatives around DEI in the region; (2) further
military and community conversations and
collaboration in these areas to ensure our
communities are equitable and welcoming
places for all service members and their
families to call home; and (3) identify ways to
further partner with each other to address the
challenges of racial inequity.
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Since November, these conversations have
continued through meetings, listening sessions,
and other venues resulting in learning and
areas for action. The roadmap, a framework for
coordinating our efforts, describes four initial
focus areas and associated actions that have
emerged from regional collaboration. It is a
living document and will be updated regularly
to reflect new inputs and priorities.
The DEI Roadmap and the Listening Sessions
were featured on the ADC Live with a fourminute clip that can be seen on You Tube with
many of the speakers from our meetings; and
Commissioner Angry spoke on a panel at the
July ADC Conference along with Bishop M.
Garrison, Jr.; Senior Advisor to the Secretary
of Defense for Human Capital and Diversity,
Equity & Inclusion.
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Implementation of the First Regional
Intergovernmental Support Agreement
This Regional Intergovernmental Support
Agreement (R-IGSA) is among Army, US Marine
Corps (USMC), and Northern Virginia Regional
Commission (NVRC) for road maintenance
supplies and services. This Partnership provides
an ongoing framework to identify requirements
and needs amongst the services to better
support partnerships in the region.
Road maintenance supplies bulk purchase is
intended to be the first of many agreements
among the involved parties that will ultimately
result in impactful economies of scale that
are mutually beneficial to all partners - USAG
Fort Belvoir, Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall,
Marine Corps Base Quantico, VDOT, and
Northern Virginia Regional Commission.

T H E P A R T N E R S H I P
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• Regional efficiencies and economies of
scale for the Army, Marine Corps, and the
State of Virginia

• Expanded regional collaboration
• 46% reduction in project management fees
• 10-year savings of over $300K
• To date, NVRC has delivered 16,800 tons
of salt, sand, and rock to Marine Corps
Base Quantico. The savings to the base
is $143,668.

NVRC Wins Second Consecutive Army Partnership Award
The Northern Virginia Regional Commission received recognition winning its second consecutive
Army Partnership Award. A Virtual Ceremony was held at the Pentagon in January for the Automated
Vehicle Pilot at Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall .In February, the Commissioners received the
results from the study completed by U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC);
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (ERDC-CERL) .

NORTHERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL COMMISSION 2021 YEAR IN REVIEW
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Northern Virginia Military Installation
Resilience Review Program
In September 2021, the Northern Virginia Regional Commission (NVRC) received a grant from the
Department of Defense Office of Local Defense Communities Coordination (OLDCC) to conduct a
resilience review between the Counties and Military Installations in Northern Virginia. While these
installations are some of the largest employers in their respective jurisdictions, there is an absence
of resilience discussions and potential solutions between the Counties and the Installations. The three
installations are: Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall; Fort Belvoir; and Marine Corps Base Quantico.
The Counties surrounding the installations are Arlington; Fairfax; Prince William; and Stafford.

OUTREACH AND COORDINATION
NVRC immediately hired a Military Installation
Resilience Program Manager who started
meeting with the Installations and reaching out
the Counties to identify personnel for a Policy
Committee and a Technical Review Committee.
In addition, the utility companies (i.e., Dominion
Energy, Washington Gas, Fairfax Water, etc.)
were identified as potential stakeholders in the
process and invited to the discussions about
potential resilience solutions. Meetings will
continue to be held with all three installations
(Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall, Fort Belvoir,
and Quantico) and with Arlington, Fairfax,
Prince William, and Stafford Counties.

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
AND CONTRACTOR SELECTION
NVRC issued a Request for Proposal (RFP)
for contractor support with the Military
Installation Resilience Review (MIRR) in
November 2021. A contractor will be selected
by committee with members of the Technical
Review Committed providing input to NVRC.
A contractor is expected to be on board in
early January 2022. The contract will run
through Feb 2023 and will provide an
assessment of resilience at each installation
and across the region.

THE NORTHERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL COMMISSION (NVRC)
RECEIVED A GRANT FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE OFFICE
OF LOCAL DEFENSE COMMUNITIES COORDINATION (OLDCC) TO
CONDUCT A RESILIENCE REVIEW BETWEEN THE COUNTIES AND
MILITARY INSTALLATIONS IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA
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EXPANDED EXISTING
PARTNERSHIPS TO IMPROVE
MILITARY INSTALLATION
RESILIENCE
NVRC has worked with installations and
communities for ten years via the Community,
Military & Federal Facility Partnership. NVRC
will add resilience to the agenda for the bimonthly meeting and will add members of the
partnership to the Policy Committee for the
MIRR. The MIRR Program Manager will provide
quarterly updates to the Commission. NVRC
will try to expand existing Inter-governmental
Support Agreements (IGSAs) to implement
resilience solutions if practicable.

DATA COLLECTION AND
ANALYSIS
In 2022, NVRC will start data collection and
analysis with Contractor support. The data will
be analyzed, and a comprehensive plan will be
produced before the end of the performance
period in Feb 2023. Data will be both tabular
and GIS data. Regional and local solutions will be
identified in the final report if the data supports
both types of solutions. Initial data collection
from the Installations identified flooding,
shoreline erosion, and utility limitations as the
major resilience issues effecting the installations.

NORTHERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL COMMISSION 2021 YEAR IN REVIEW
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Potomac Commuter Ferry Update
For more than ten years, NVRC has coordinated a partnership of local jurisdictions and other
local, state, and federal agencies including the National Park Service, Department of Defense (DoD),
Maritime Administration (MARAD), and Federal Transit Administration (FTA) for the purpose of
implementing an M-495 Regional Passenger Commuter Fast Ferry on the Anacostia, Potomac,
and Occoquan Rivers in the National Capital Region (NCR) .
Preliminary studies indicate that the
following sites are possible origin and
destination points:

• In Virginia: Woodbridge, Harbor Marina,
Belmont Bay, Mount Vernon Estate
& Gardens, Town of Quantico, US Army
Fort Belvoir, and the Pentagon.
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•

In Maryland: Naval Support Facility
Indian Head, and National Harbor/Gaylord

•

In Washington, D.C.: City-Owned
docks near the Washington Nationals
baseball stadium, the National Mall, the
Georgetown Waterfront, the southwest
waterfront, and Anacostia waterfront,
along with the Washington Navy Yard,
Fort Leslie McNair, and Joint Base
Anacostia Bolling.

In October of 2021 the Northern Virginia
Regional Commission issued an RFP to obtain
the services of a consulting firm to undertake
a business case analysis to operate a Potomac
River commuter ferry from Woodbridge,
Virginia. This RFP comes on the heels of the
NVRC Infrastructure Gap Analysis completed
in 2019; the Market Analysis completed in June
2015; and the Prince William County Potomac
River Commuter Ferry Service Study & Route
Proving Exercise completed in 2009 (2009
RPE). The previous studies undertaken have
demonstrated that a fast ferry would reduce
congestion, energy, and the number of single
occupancy vehicles (SOVs) in use along I-95
.Additionally, the fast ferry would serve as a
new alternative to the region’s multimodal
transportation system, enhancing connectivity,
security, and livability for the communities of
the National Capital Region (NCR) .
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AN AFFORDABLE AND FINANCIALLY
SUSTAINABLE COMMUTER FERRY SERVICE
WOULD OFFER ADDITIONAL CAPACITY TO THE
INCREASINGLY GRIDLOCKED ROAD SYSTEM

An affordable and financially sustainable
commuter ferry service would offer additional
capacity to the increasingly gridlocked road
system, provide enhanced access to recreation
and tourist sites, enable immediate emergency
preparedness capabilities on the river system,
offer resiliency for regional hazard events, and
enhance military and homeland security vessel
and shore side capacity needed to conduct an
evacuation or to mobilize military personnel
and supplies.
The new modal alternative might easily
be connected to existing transit, bike, and
walking choices. A robust ferry system that
is integrated into the current transportation
system would be expected to result in:

• A new multi-modal choice to
avoid traffic congestion

• Greater system-wide resiliency
• Additional commuter
transportation choices

This first phase of study is focused on the
business case, to determine if ferry transit
service is at a “go/no-go” decision point in the
NCR. This phase will focus on such matters as:
operational developments, fact-based revenue
and expense analysis, and organizational
structure for implementation .
The business case is expected to develop the
implementation strategies to take to private
investors by providing the service model,
financial model, and governance model
to support well-informed planning, policy,
and budgetary decisions for the future of
commuter ferry passenger transportation in
the NCR. Commuter ferry service is intended
to supplement, not compete with, existing
transit services, including Virginia Railway
Express (VRE), METRO, and local and longdistance commuter bus service .The analysis
should determine what developments need to
take place to make connections to these ferry
services to make the transport practical for
commuters, tourists, and freight distribution.

• An ability to move people out
of Washington D.C. during
emergency situations

• A reduction of single occupancy
vehicles who will choose time savings

• A new environmentally friendly commuter
option compared to private autos

NORTHERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL COMMISSION 2021 YEAR IN REVIEW
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Northern Virginia Military Facilities
Traffic Demand Management Program
Every weekday, there are over 110,000 cars traveling through the gates of military
installations in Northern Virginia. Around 90% of the cars travelling through the gates
are Single Occupancy Vehicles (SOVs) and around 25% of all vehicles on the I-95/395
corridor are commuting to a military installation.
In mid-2019, NVRC received a grant from
Northern Virginia Transportation Commission
to provide Traffic Demand Management (TDM)
services to our military installation partners to
reduce single occupancy vehicles on I-395/95.
NVRC holds MOUs with Fort Belvoir, Joint Base
Myer-Henderson Hall, and MCB Quantico to
provide TDM support and resources to the
respective bases.

OUTREACH, MARKETING
AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Before COVID-19 restrictions, NVRC’s
Military TDM Coordinator visited these
installations weekly to provide outreach
and educate commuters about alternative
transportation options. The TDM Coordinator
spoke to military personnel at installation
“Town Hall” events, at new employee
orientations, and via numerous table-top
events at the bases and tenant commands.

EVERY WEEKDAY, THERE ARE OVER 110,000 CARS
TRAVELING THROUGH THE GATES OF MILITARY
INSTALLATIONS IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA
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NEW WEBSITE & CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM
In August 2021, NVRC launched the
www.defensecommuter.org and customer
relationship management (CRM) modal
travel options and provide incentives to
non-single occupancy vehicle defense
commuters. This allowed NVRC to
circumvent military installation restrictions
and reach out directly to defense
populations via this new online platform.
Further, NVRC worked to optimize the
platform for both website and mobile use.

DEVELOPED NEW
PARTNERSHIPS TO IMPROVE
DEFENSE-AFFILIATED TRAFFIC
DEMAND MANAGEMENT
NVRC successfully achieved inclusion of the
defense-affiliated commuter community in
the US DOT/FHWA pilot supporting shared
mobility partnerships, partnering with the
National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency’s
(NGA). In partnership with Waze Carpool,
we launched a new “NoVA Defense
Commuter” group to promote military
carpooling and to promote the
commuter website.

Recognizing Marine
Corps Base Quantico
Commanding Officer
Prince William County Supervisor Victor
Angry (left) joined with Fairfax County
Supervisor Penny Gross (center left)
and Prince William County Supervisor
Andrea Bailey (right) in honoring the
Commanding Officer of Marine Corps
Base Quantico, Colonel William S.
Bentley, on his retirement from service.
Colonel Bentley met with the delegation
and familiarized the officials with some
of the issues on the military installation
and highlighted traffic and transit
challenges experienced by individuals
living and working at the base.
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA REGIONAL COMMISSION
3040 Williams Drive | Suite 200 | Fairfax, VA 22031
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NVRC JURISDICTIONS

2021/2022 OFFICERS

Arlington County

City of Manassas

Honorable Cydny Neville, Chairwoman

Fairfax County

City of Manassas Park

Honorable David Meyer, Vice Chairman

Loudoun County

Town of Dumfries

Honorable Kathy Smith, Treasurer

Prince William County

Town of Herndon

Robert W. Lazaro, Jr., Executive Director

City of Alexandria

Town of Leesburg

City of Fairfax

Town of Vienna

City of Falls Church

